
Pick up Weaving for Beginners on an Inkle Loom 

 

This set of instructions assumes that the students are familiar with plain weaving on an inkle 

loom.  

 

Pick up weaving involves picking up threads from the lower shed and bringing them to the top 

of the shed to form patterns on the surface of the band being woven. The design is formed by 

warp floats on the top of the band. A float should not be more than 3 rows long or it could get 

caught on something too easily.  

 

This pattern involves two contrasting colors, a light and a dark work best. Warp your inkle loom 

following this pattern: 

 

 
 

The top row of the chart are open threads and the bottom row of the chart are the threads 

with heddles or closed threads. The “X’s” are the dark color threads and the circles are the 

light color threads. Note that the selvage is the dark color. Wrap your shuttle with the darker 

color.  

 

Once the loom is warped, you are ready to begin weaving. Start the weaving with a few rows 

of plain weaving to get the tension and selvages even.  This threading results in a horizontal 

stripe pattern. The chart is read from the top down and the pick up rows are the dark rows (D). 

The light rows (L) are plain weaving and you do not need to worry about picking up any 

threads on the light rows or the even rows. The pick up rows are the odd numbered rows. The 

pattern repeat is numbered on the right side.  The pattern repeats every 12 rows. 

 

 
 

 



For the dark or odd numbered rows the dark threads should be on the top of the shed.  

 

Row 1 – Open the shed to make a dark stripe. Hold the threads on the top of the shed 

between both hands. Starting on the left hand side, count over 6 threads. Open the space 

between the 6th  and 7th threads and pick up the light thread from the lower shed directly 

between and bring it up to the top shed making certain that it’s visible on the top. Put the 

shuttle through and complete the pass as normal.  

 

Row 2 (and all further even rows in this pattern) – Change the shed and weave as normal for 

plain weaving.  

 

Row 3 – Change shed to make a dark stripe, Count over (from the left) to the 5th and then the 

7th threads, pull up the light lower threads and complete the weaving for the row.  

 

Row 5 – Change shed, count over to the 4th, 6th and 8th threads and pull up the light lower 

threads, complete the weaving for the row.  

 

Row 7 – Change shed count over to the 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th threads and pull up the light lower 

threads, complete the weaving for the row.  

 

Row 9 – Same as row 5. 

Row 11 – same as row 3 

 

After row 12, you have some options, you can complete the diamond by repeating row 1 and 

then put a few rows of plain weaving before beginning your next diamond, or you can run the 

diamonds together by starting over with row 1 and repeating through row 12.  

 

Continue following this pattern (or your variation of it) until  you have the length desired and 

remove from the loom. Finish the ends of the band as desired.  

 

To create a double sided band with a reverse image on the back of the band, drop a dark 

thread to the lower shed for each light thread you pick up. If you pick up the 6th light thread, 

then drop the 6th dark thread and so on.  

 

Your finished weaving should look similar to this: 
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